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CHAPTER 741 STORM THUNDER 

Dang! ~~ 

In the circle closest to the portal, Rogers, holding his shield high, blocked a blow from the Dark Elf Elite 

fighter. 

The shockwave transmitted from the shield pushed Daredevil and Hank the Beast by several meters and 

forced Rogers to get down on one knee and was almost knocked out. 

“%¥%¥&......!” The Dark Elf Elite warrior who was outnumbered by one to three roared and raised the 

long blade in his hand again, and the next moment, he slashed the blade at the half-kneeling Rogers 

again. 

Brush! 

Seeing the dangerous situation Rogers was in, Daredevil and Hank, who had just been stopped by the 

shock wave outside the circle, quickly rushed over. However, at their speed, they couldn’t attack the big 

guy before the blade cut down on Rogers. 

Shoo! 

Boom! Bang bang! 

And just as Rogers was about to take a hard blow, a barrage of high-powered bullets came straight down 

from mid-air. How could JARVIS, who was in control of the whole situation, not know that this was the 

most important battle, and several Iron Mans had long rushed over when Rogers was in crisis. 

“Roar! ¥......&%&&%......!” The Elite fighter roared and raised his head to look at the two Iron Man 

rushing over to disrupt his attacking rhythm. 

Pū! 

In the next moment, the Elite Dark Elf Warrier kicked his feet and directly rushed into the air. 

Brush! 

After rushing up into mid-air, this Dark Elf Elite warrior spun in place and then violently threw out the 

long blade in his hand. Everyone on the battlefield only saw a black shadow shot out of the Dark Elf Elite 

warrior’s hand, and the next moment several consecutive explosions occurred in the sky over the entire 

battlefield. 

Rumble! 

These explosions all occurred in a straight line, and each explosion represented the loss of an Iron Man 

suit. After seeing the effects of those flying enemies, the Dark Elf Elite fighter finally made a move 

against the Iron Man. 

His attack this time directly destroyed five Iron Man suits and made JARVIS re-predict his strength. The 

other Iron Man Armors dare not get so close to him. 



Soo! 

The Dark Elf Elite warrior who threw his own long sword hung in the air for a second before he began to 

fall, he obviously couldn’t fly. In the process of falling, he extended his right hand as if to catch 

something. 

Then, in the astonished gaze of Rogers and others on the ground, the long blade that had been thrown 

to who knows where before actually flew back again! It looked like an Automatic retrieval function! Is 

this a unique ability of the Dark Elf clan! 

Huhu! 

Not caring about how surprised Rogers and others on the ground were. The enemy who caught the 

weapon from mid-air had already rushed down with a more powerful force than before, and they had to 

work hard to deal with it. 

“Captain Rogers, Daredevil! Don’t block it this time! Dodge!” Just when Rogers, Daredevil, and the 

others clutched their weapons in their hands and taking deep breaths to prepare for a hard fight, a 

reminder from Professor Charles suddenly sounded in their minds. 

“Retreat!” Hearing Professor Charles’ voice, Rogers and the two people beside him looked at each other 

and finally shouted loudly. 

Then, Rogers slammed the shield towards the enemy in the air, and in the next moment, the three of 

them split into three directions and left the place. Since Professor Charles told them to dodge this attack 

then he must have a reason. 

Rumble! 

As Rogers and the others dodged the oncoming attack, a roar of thunder suddenly sounded out in the 

battlefield. Without many people realizing it, the sky over this valley was already covered by many dark 

clouds. 

Because the original environment and light here seemed very dim, the appearance of this cloud didn’t 

attract anyone’s attention. But now, bursts of thunder sounded out from this dark cloud, and purple 

thunder light came out from time to time. 

“Finally, the storm was allowed to accumulate enough thunder, all of our abilities here were suppressed 

by a lot. Could it be that this is the price one civilization must pay for invading another civilization?” 

Professor Charles thought silently in his heart as he looked up at the overcast cloud. 

Ten minutes had passed since they came through the portal, and there was a Dark Elf’s team guarding 

this side of the portal. 

But the strength of Dark Elf’s team is far less powerful than they had previously thought and with the 

strength of the elite team assembled on the Earthside, they should have been able to completely defeat 

them. 

However, the battle has proceeded so far. Except for the sudden full force of Charles’s attack that 

destroyed half of the Dark Elf’s ordinary warriors, the rest of the battles are still in a stalemate. 



The reason for this is that the strength of each person on the Earthside has been suppressed after 

coming over. Otherwise, with so many Iron Man, they would have been enough to deal a heavy blow to 

these Dark Elfs who could not fly. 

And compared with the suppression of the strength of the people on the Earthside, the Dark Elfs are 

native to this planet so their strength is not suppressed and they can even break out with greater 

strength in a life and death situation and this can be clearly seen from Dark Elf’s most powerful Elite 

warriors. 

The two Dark Elf who went through the portal before and arrived on the earth looked far less powerful 

than the one in front of them, it was probably because they had left their native land. 

Storm’s abilities have also been suppressed a lot, and after accumulating for so long, she can finally use 

some of her moves. 

Fortunately, the planetary environment in which Dark Elf lives is not very different from the earth. If this 

planet can’t even gather clouds and thunder, then Storm would have been useless here. 

“Uhhh!” Finally, when the thunder is strong enough, Storm, floating in midair, suddenly growls and flaps 

her hands forward. 

Rumble! 

Amid the continuous roar of thunder, a purple thunderbolt burst out of the high-altitude clouds and 

aimed directly at the Dark Elf Elite fighter who was about to fall to the ground below. 

Crack! 

There was hardly any time to react as the Dark Elf Elite warrior who was still brewing his next attack had 

just raised the long blade in his hand before he was struck by the thick purple thunderbolt. 

The next moment, his figure was submerged in a blinding patch of purple light. A tall figure could be 

vaguely seen struggling in the light, and finally falling down quickly in the midst of the thunder. 

Rumble! 

After striking that Dark Elf Elite warrior, the thunderbolt continued for about three more seconds before 

disappearing. Then, the overcast clouds high in the sky also gradually drifted away. 

As for Storm, who was hovering in mid-air not far away, she also fell to the ground exhausted, using her 

abilities while her ability was suppressed was a great drain on her. 

Huhu~ 

After the thunderstrike was over, Rogers and others who had just run away looked at the center of the 

thunder strike. There now appeared a large crater with a diameter of ten meters and a depth of two to 

three meters. 

“He’s not dead yet!” Rogers suddenly shouted after he walked to the big pit and looked inside. 

CHAPTER 742 NEAR 



The battle between the Earthside and Dark Elf is still going on, and according to the current situation, 

the Earthside should be able to win the battle. Of course, the premise is that no reinforcement comes 

from the Dark Elf side. But, such a thing can’t be predicted by anyone. 

When the team on the Earthside passed through the portal and entered the base camp of the Dark Elfs, 

Lin Rui had already passed through the dimensional space in London and left the earth to a mysterious 

place. 

After falling in the dimensional space for about two minutes. Lin Rui saw a glimmer of light in the 

darkness, and then he found a stone wall appearing in front of him, just like a big mountain. 

“This should be it!” After the outside environment changes, Lin Rui knows that he must have arrived at 

his destination. 

Soo! 

Then, Lin Rui directly increased Iron Man’s propulsion power and rushed out from the subspace. After 

adjusting to the gravity of the unfamiliar environment, Lin Rui slowly landed in a cave. 

After looking around, Lin Rui found that this dimensional space should lead to someplace inside a big 

mountain as there are many cavities and cave tunnels inside the mountain itself. 

Perhaps one of the cave tunnels happened to extend inside the subspace, in which case Jane Foster 

must have come here and accidentally trapped on this side. After all, not everyone knows the plot as 

well as Lin Rui but he himself is not as well-equipped to come over. 

“Power systems are under some kind of suppression, with fifty-six percent remaining. The 

communication system is also affected, unable to detect the situation two hundred meters away. 

Weapons systems are functioning normally for the time being, except that they may be affected by the 

environment here with a change in power.” While Lin Rui was observing the cave tunnel, JARVIS’s voice 

came out silently. 

Although the JARVIS in this Iron Man suit after passing through the dimensional space is not supported 

by a complete computer set, some basic intelligent calculations can still be done. However, compared to 

the complete JARVIS, he may not have a complicated thinking process now and he is more like a purely 

intelligent assistance system. 

“Are the power systems and communication systems affected as much? I guess we have to be careful. 

JARVIS, can you find out where Thor is? He was only nine minutes ahead of us, so he can’t be far away.” 

Hearing JARVIS’s words, Lin Rui thought for a while and then asked. 

The suppression of Iron Man’s functions is not good news for Lin Rui, but as long as Lin Rui and Thor are 

lucky, they would be able to go back through the dimensional space directly after finding Jane Foster 

without any problem. 

But will things really go as smoothly as Lin Rui thinks? Maybe something might happen when he meets 

up with Thor and Jane. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have kicked Thor into the dimension first in order to 

attract Heimdall’s attention, although he didn’t know that Heimdall could not find Thor anymore. 



“I have found Thor and Miss Jane Foster, they are in this position of the mountain.” While answering, 

JARVIS projected a translucent light screen in front of Lin Rui’s eyes, and a map of the mountain with a 

radius of two hundred meters is displayed on the light curtain. 

There are three green light spots on it. The two light spots close together are obviously Thor and Jane 

Foster. 

“You already found them? Okay, let’s go there!” Lin Rui said excitedly when he saw the position of Thor 

and Jane Foster’s light spots in front of him. 

Brush! 

Then, Iron Man slowly hovered up and quickly rushed towards Thor’s location. Although Lin Rui and 

Thor are less than two hundred meters away from each other in a straight line but it will take some time 

to bend around in this mountain body. 

... 

When Lin Rui is speeding through the mountain towards the two green dots, Thor and Jane Foster, 

representing the two green dots, are talking in a mountain tunnel. 

“How do you feel now, Jane? Is there anything else wrong?” Thor asked anxiously while helping Jane to 

sit down beside the dark gray mountain tunnel. 

Thor entered the dimensional space a few minutes earlier than Lin Rui and reached the interior of the 

mountain earlier than him. 

Without the protection of Iron Man, Thor escaped from the dimensional space by directly hitting a 

protruding stone wall. So now Thor looks a little injured but they are all superficial wounds and he didn’t 

suffer from serious wounds. 

After arriving, Thor soon finds his ex-girlfriend Jane Foster, who is unconscious in a cave tunnel. After 

waking Jane up, Thor inquired about what had happened to her since she arrived. 

Jane, however, remembered nothing more than that she had fallen over and fainted. If anything, Jane 

seemed to have seen a deep red flash before she passed out. 

“I am ok, just a little dizzy, nothing serious.” Hearing Thor’s inquiry, Jane replied weakly. 

When she accidentally passed through the dimensional space, even if Jane had seen a lot of things, she 

was still shocked. 

Fortunately, she directly fainted after arriving here and she didn’t spend so long in panic and fear. 

Fortunately, she fainted, otherwise Thor might not have been able to find her so quickly if she ran 

around. 

“Well, if there is nothing wrong with you then we will go back right away. There is no telling when this 

space gate will expire, and if we can’t get back then I don’t know what we’ll encounter here.” Thor 

spoke after making sure that Jane seems fine. 



Although this is Asgard’s territory, it is a forbidden area, even Heimdall can’t see anything in this place 

so it’s normal for Thor to not know anything about it. Anyway, Thor already has a feeling that this place 

is not normal so it’s better to go back to Earth soon. 

“I’m all right. I can go back now.” Jane certainly didn’t want to spend much time in a strange place like 

this away from earth. Even if she is a researcher studying this kind of extraterrestrial space, she won’t 

play with her life. 

Then Thor helped Jane, who was weak, to her feet. If they make it through then there’s someone on the 

other side to save them. As for Lin Rui, Thor was quite convinced in his ability to save them. 

Of course, he didn’t know that the man he was counting on had come after him, just because he didn’t 

get back in time. 

Thump Thump~ 

As Thor slowly helped Jane to the rear, a faint noise suddenly came from the cave and tunnel next to 

them. At the sound, Thor’s face turned pale. Thor, who had recovered a small part of his power, was 

keenly aware that the sound was not what a normal cave should make. 

“Jane, you go first, I’ll follow right away!” After listening carefully for two more seconds, Thor suddenly 

said to Jane. 

CHAPTER 743 ENEMY SHADE 

Confused by what Thor said, Jane had to slowly let go of Thor’s arm and walk back alone. Jane knew that 

Thor might be on to something, and in such a mysterious place far from earth, it was best for her not to 

cause him any trouble. 

“Thor, be careful!” Jane spoke in a worried whisper as Thor turned around. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll be fine. Don’t come out no matter what you hear. I will come back soon!” Thor said 

with a smile as he stared into Jane’s eyes. 

Hoo! 

Then Thor turned and hurried away in the direction from which the voice came. No matter what 

happened there, no matter what danger lies in this place, Thor will keep Jane safe. 

“Where the hell is this? The environment here is obviously very different from earth, but Jane showed 

no ill effects other than feeling a little dizzy which should not be the case. Speaking of, I am not familiar 

with this place, but the surroundings make me feel very comfortable. At least I am a lot stronger here 

than the Earth.” Thor slowly walked through the cave and tunnel, listening to the noise, while silently 

thinking in his heart. 

Although Thor does not carry an instrument to detect the elements of the surrounding environment, he 

can sense the changes of the external environment through his body. 

According to Thor’s perception, the environment here is different from that of the Earth, and a normal 

earthman would not last long exposed to such an environment without any protection. It’s not just 

gravity that’s different, it’s the very composition of the air that’s different. 



However, Jane Foster, an ordinary earthling, was just a little dizzy and had no serious problems due to 

the huge difference in the environment here. 

Of course, if Jane Foster and Lin Rui were people with special abilities then Thor would not have any 

doubts. As far as Thor was concerned, his magical friend is so powerful that even if he came over, he 

would be all right. 

Rustle~ 

“It’s here!” While thinking, Thor had sensed that the sound was already very close. 

Phoo~ 

Sensing that the thing making the noise was very close to him, Thor leaned against the rock wall and 

stopped. After about ten seconds, a shadow slowly emerged from the cave tunnel in front of Thor’s 

eyes. 

“This is!...” After the shadow appeared in full shape before Thor’s eyes, he was able to guess the identity 

of the shadow. 

Phoo~ 

And just when Thor saw the shadow and figured out the identity of said shadow, a light sound came out 

from beneath his feet. It turns out that Thor had stepped on a small clod of mud just now and he had 

stepped onto it and crushed it into pieces. 

“Damn it!” Thor, who had crushed the dirt, frowned and said to himself as this was not good. 

“Hoo-hoo~ Roar! ~ Sure enough, the moment when a noise came from Thor’s side, the shadow on the 

ground suddenly moved this way and a puzzled voice of a wild animal came. 

Huhu~ 

Then Thor saw the shadow coming nearer and nearer. It was clear that the shadow’s owner had sensed 

the presence of something. Two seconds later, the master of the shadow appeared before Thor’s eyes. 

The shadow was an unknown beast half a man’s height and two meters long, with thick limbs and 

terrible fangs and a huge mouth. If Lin Rui were here, he would recognize it as the cannon fodder beast 

of the Dark Elf Race. 

“What are you afraid of!? Isn’t it just a bigger dog! I can handle it!” After seeing the cannon fodder beast 

in front of him, Thor clenched his fist to cheer himself up. 

Judging from the size of the beast in front of him and Thor’s own feelings, his current recovered strength 

should be enough to deal with it. Of course, if there is only one end in front of you. 

After all, there are not many places for Thor to escape in the cave and tunnel. He has to fight hard, 

otherwise, he will have a better chance to safely deal with the monster in front of him if there were 

some places for him to hide. 

“Roar!!” After Thor clearly saw the beast in front of him, it also saw Thor clearly. So, it rushed towards 

Thor with a roar. 



Facing the beast’s attack, Thor clenched his fists and rushed out. Behind it was a passage to Jane Foster. 

Thor could not let the monster rush through. How could a man like him back down at this point?! 

“Get away from me! You monster!” 

Pū! 

... 

Brush! 

“Huh, how did Thor and Jane got separated? Although they are not far away from each other, they 

shouldn’t be separated at this time. Are they really not afraid of anything in such creepy and dark 

caves?” Shortly after Thor and Jane separated, Lin Rui who was quickly flying over to them looked at the 

two small green dots separated in front of him and muttered curiously. 

“Jackson, the latest scans are in. Thirty-five Dark Elf war creatures have appeared within two hundred 

meters of us. One of them has already met Thor.” Just after Lin Rui had muttered something, JARVIS 

quickly spoke up. 

“What! Sure enough, an accident has happened, the Dark Elfs has found them so quickly!” Hearing 

JARVIS’s report, the expression on Lin Rui’s face became ugly as he muttered to himself. 

“Thirty-five? Not a lot. I should be able to deal with them. Mark them all out for me. If I happen to meet 

one in the distance then I will take care of it. As for the one Thor has already met, he should have no 

problem dealing with that beast with his current strength.” After speaking to himself, Lin Rui went on to 

speak to JARVIS. 

“Their locations have been flagged, and as communications systems are suppressed, the locations 

refresh every ten seconds. Be aware that the information you are getting may not be the most 

accurate.” JARVIS had also finished tagging the 35 beasts after Lin Rui gave the order. At the same time, 

JARVIS also reminds Lin Rui to pay attention, after all, this is not the earth, JARVIS can not keep up to 

date with the latest scanning status. 

“Got it! Then, let’s speed up, there are three cannon fodder waiting for us just ahead!” Hearing JARVIS’s 

reminder, Lin Rui agreed with a smile. 

Brush! 

The next moment, Lin Rui is speeding away in Iron Man. In Lin Rui’s cave tunnel near Thor’s location, 

three beasts are slowly searching for something along the tunnel. 

At one point, they seemed to hear something, and then they all turned in the same direction and 

pricked up their huge ears. That direction was the place where Thor and the beast were fighting, and the 

cry of the beast was calling for reinforcement. 

CHAPTER 744 CRISIS 

“Roar~” After hearing the noise from the other side, the three beasts all roared. 

Huhu! 



Then, the three beasts in the tunnel quickly turned and rushed toward the direction of the sound. These 

dozens of beasts are the cannon fodder for the Dark Elf Race and they may not be too strong, but 

enough ants can kill an elephant, not to mention monsters of such huge size. 

Speaking of which, these cannon fodder monsters are only a little less powerful than Dr. Connors’s 

mutated lizard form. So, if there are enough of them, these cannon fodder monsters can be very 

dangerous. 

“Roar~ Roar~...” And just as the three monsters turned and rushed towards Thor, the one who was 

walking at the back suddenly stopped and tilted his head and roared twice. 

Brush! 

Pū Pū Pū! 

And when the last monster turned his head in doubt and looked towards the cave tunnel behind him, a 

dazzling white light suddenly shot over. Before the monster could react, this white light had already 

penetrated its huge head. 

The white light pierced its head and continued to shoot backward, hitting two other monsters that 

couldn’t show any response. 

In this way, the three monsters who were supposed to go and provide aid for their companion were 

attacked within a few steps of stepping out. Moreover, the force of the attack turned out to be a one-

shot kill for them. 

Boom~ boom~ boom~ 

After the white light left the chest of the third monster, the three powerful monsters fell to the ground 

one by one, their enormous size making shallow holes in the tunnel. 

Brush! 

After the three monsters fell to the ground, a shadow quickly rushed into the cave tunnel. It was Lin Rui 

who had scanned them before. 

Although the signal transmission of JARVIS has a delay of ten seconds, it is impossible for these monsters 

to run too far in just ten seconds. In addition, although Lin Rui himself was somewhat suppressed, he 

could still detect life signatures with his Insight Technique within 50 meters. 

These monsters had already been attacked by the laser beam of the Iron Man Armor before they could 

react. Even if they have thick skin and thick flesh, it would be impossible for them to block this laser 

beam, so they were instantly killed. 

“There are several more in front, let’s take care of them together! Thor can’t really face a dozen 

monsters by himself. He will be seriously hurt even if he doesn’t die. I just don’t know if Odin will know 

that Thor’s life is in danger here and if he will have a hand in what happens.” Instead of stopping by the 

body of the three monsters, Lin Rui thought to himself as he sped past. 



Thor has Odin’s divine word on his body, so Odin will definitely know if Thor’s life is in danger. In the 

original movie plot, Odin unlocked Thor’s power when his life was in danger. Otherwise, Thor would 

have died at Loki’s hands. 

“Jackson, there are already five Dark Elf’s monsters approaching Thor. Thor will face the six monsters for 

fifteen seconds before we arrive.” As Lin Rui rushed past, JARVIS’s voice came from the Iron Man Armor. 

“Fifteen seconds ~ Thor can withstand it, I believe him.” Hearing JARVIS’s reminder, Lin Rui took a 

second to think about it and said. 

The last time Thor went to Lin Rui’s house to look for him because of Bifrost’s appearance, he had 

already shown part of his recovered strength to him. 

Although Lin Rui was injured at that time and was in recovery but Lin Rui could also feel Thor’s increased 

strength. Therefore, even if there are six monsters besieging Thor, Lin Rui thinks that he would be able 

to handle it. 

“Also, three monsters are already in another location near the Earth dimension. If no one stops them, 

they will enter the dimension in about 20 seconds.” As Lin Rui continued to rush toward Thor, JARVIS 

spoke again. 

“Three? It’s okay, even if the Evans of SHIELD can’t stop them, aren’t you there to take care of them.” 

Lin Rui said calmly. 

Even if the three monster makes it all the way to the other side and reach earth through this Dimension 

passage, Darcy will at least be safe from a sudden accident with Evans by her side. 

As for Evans’ ability to stop the three monsters, Lin Rui is not worried, as he also knows that there are 

several Iron Men inside the Stark private plane parked outside the building. With Iron Man’s fighting 

power, the three monsters would really be nothing more than cannon fodder. 

“In addition...” After Lin Rui finished answering, JARVIS spoke again. 

“JARVIS, can you finish it all at once if there is a situation?...” 

“Two monsters have pierced into the tunnel. They have bypassed Thor and are approaching Jane Foster. 

In addition, a suspected Dark Elf Warrior had appeared in the cave tunnel and is approaching Thor’s 

location.” This time, JARVIS was able to report everything he had detected. 

However, these few situations reported by JARVIS are not good news. In particular, the two monsters 

approaching Jane, if Jane was captured, then Lin Rui didn’t know how the plot would develop later. 

“Damn it, it is impossible to save Jane before the two monsters attack her even if I directly rush over 

there! JARVIS, can the laser beam with the highest energy penetrate these mountains and eliminate the 

monsters over there?” After hearing the bad news, Lin Rui frowned and quickly asked. 

“After the previous testing, if you want to penetrate the mountains and kill those two monsters then the 

Iron Man suit will consume more than 80% of the current energy. The Iron Man suit will no longer be 

able to provide high-intensity military support in the event of another heavy battle.” Upon hearing Lin 

Rui’s question, JARVIS quickly answered. 



“That’s all right! Forget about the battle that lies ahead, let’s take care of those two monsters and save 

Jane! As for the rest of the fight, do you really think that I won’t be able to deal with them?!” Lin Rui 

spoke when he heard JARVIS’s answer. 

“Okay, the Unibeam is charging...” 

Bang! 

After Lin Rui spoke, JARVIS executed Lin Rui’s order without any hesitation and directly turned on the 

most powerful Unibeam. In the next moment, a thick white laser beam shot out from the Iron Man suit’s 

chest, targeting the very mountain in front of him. 

Rumble ~ 

With a roar, the white laser beam directly penetrated the crimson mountain and quickly penetrated 

towards the inside. 

“Hold on for a few more seconds Thor!” 

Chapter 745 

Just when Lin Rui learned that two monsters were approaching Jane’s position under the reminder of 

JARVIS, Jane was resting by the rock wall of the cave tunnel. 

Although Jane had no bad reactions other than headaches in such an environment that was obviously 

unsuitable for people on earth to live in, but some scenes that she didn’t understand flashed in her mind 

from time to time. 

So, in order to make herself feel better, Jane decided to take a rest after Thor left, and as soon as Thor 

returned, they could leave here and go back to Earth. 

Jane attributed the situation in her body and in her mind to the environment here, and she thought that 

everything would be fine when she went back to Earth. 

“Thor...... you should come back safely!” Leaning against the stone wall, Jane Foster muttered to herself 

with worry in her eyes. 

Shortly after Thor left, Jane heard the roar of the beast coming from the tunnel ahead. Therefore, she 

easily judged that Thor’s departure should be related to the roars. Knowing that Thor went out in order 

to get her out safely, Jane Foster was also very worried. 

Dii~ 

While she was worrying about Thor’s safety and listening attentively, a slight voice suddenly rang out 

from the rock wall she was leaning against, it was as if something was about to come out from the rock 

wall. 

“What is it?!” 

Hoo! 



Already feeling the vibrations coming from the stone wall behind her, Jane turns pale and leaves the 

wall with a low cry while ducking in the other direction, then she turned to stare at the wall of falling 

stones. 

Kaka~ 

Hula la~ 

Finally, after Jane had been leaning against the opposite wall for three seconds staring at the wall she 

had been leaning against, the wall cracked and chunks came tumbling down. 

What had seemed like solid, thick stone walls collapsed like a house of cards, creating a huge hole. Soon 

after the wall collapsed, Jane Foster felt the fury of a wild animal. 

“Roar!~” Before Jane could react, a monster had already walked out of the collapsed hole. 

Huhu~ 

Amid the roar, the monster’s huge eyes were fixed on the weak-legged Jane Foster. The next moment, it 

burst out of its hole and went straight at Jane with an open bloody mouth. The Dark Elf’s ordered the 

cannon fodder monster is to wipe out any LifeForms in the mountain, which is why it directly attacked 

Jane to kill her with its mouth. 

“Ahhh!” Faced with the huge monster that pounced in front of her, Jane Foster couldn’t help but scream 

in shock at this moment even if she was mentally strong. 

Boom! 

Buzzing! 

However, just when Jane thought that she was going to die in the mouth of the monster in front of her, 

the stone wall behind her suddenly burst open in the next second, and a white laser beam burst out. 

This laser beam rubbed Jane’s arm and shot at the monster that leaped over her, directly at its big 

mouth! 

Pū! 

With little time for Jane to think of anything, the laser beam had already passed through the mouth of 

the monster, and the kinetic energy sent it flying backward and the now-dead monster directly crashed 

into the second monster that had just emerged. 

And the monster that had just come out was already hit by the laser beam and died before it could even 

see what was happening on the outside. 

Bang Bang! 

“Ahh, ~~...” With Jane Foster’s shriek, those two monster beasts that came through the hole all fell 

down without a sound. 

“This is...what’s going on?!” At the end of her breath, Jane looks at the two apparently dead monsters in 

front of her and mutters in shock. 



Da Da~ 

Then Jane ran toward Thor, regardless of what happened. Jane Foster wants to be with Thor right now, 

no matter what happens. She won’t back down at this time no matter what happened! 

... 

“Miss Jane Foster’s crisis has been resolved.” While Jane was already frightened and ran towards Thor, 

Lin Rui, who was temporarily stopped in place after firing the Unibeam heard JARVIS report. 

“En! It’s really time to help Thor before the Dark Elf get there first, or we’ll be in a very passive position!” 

Lin Rui accelerates to Thor’s position after firing the Unibeam. 

The crisis of Jane Foster just took a few seconds but Thor may face more monsters because of this and 

Lin Rui doesn’t know if Thor would be able to deal with those monsters even with his recovered 

strength. 

Not to mention the Dark Elf who is approaching Thor’s location. It would be better for everyone to go 

back to their respective home as soon s possible. 

... 

Boom! 

In the cave tunnel that leads to the interdimensional space, a massive figure is blasted away and finally 

hits the rock wall and falls down. 

“Cough cough! Damn it! Although the environment seems to strengthen me, it is far from enough.” Thor 

coughed twice and thought helplessly as he struggled to stop six or seven monsters. 

Although Thor had already reawakened a part of his powers at this time, and he also had the bonus of 

increased strength in this magical place, he quickly fell into a disadvantage after fighting with so many 

monsters in front of him. 

After all, Thor had only recovered a small part of his powers and the strength of these monsters alone is 

not very strong, but they are great in number. 

If it hadn’t been for Thor’s own defensive power, he would have been unable to withstand the battle 

until now. Just like now, Thor has a lot of serious injuries that are life-threatening for ordinary people. 

According to Thor’s own judgment, he can hold on for another ten seconds at most. Now, Thor hopes 

that Jane can enter the dimensional space and return to Earth by herself. In that case, it would be fine 

even if he was torn apart by these monsters. 

“Thor! Thor!” And just as Thor was thinking this way, a voice he knew very well suddenly came from the 

tunnel behind him. 

Thor: “...” 

Hearing this voice, Thor’s heart was touched but he was also upset. He really didn’t expect Jane to come 

back for him and he was also upset because he was going to die here with his ex-girlfriend. 



“No! I can’t die here with Jane!!! I need power! Real power!” Thor suddenly clenched his fist and 

shouted as Jane’s voice behind him is getting closer and closer, and the aura of the monster in front of 

him is getting more and more fierce. 

CHAPTER 746 ERUPTION 

“Roar!!~~” 

Brush! 

Whatever was going on inside Thor’s mind, the Dark Elf cannon fodder monsters would not give him 

time to catch his breath and they have already roared and rushed towards him again. 

Moreover, two of them were very smart about going around Thor into the tunnel behind him, 

apparently, they have heard Jane’s voice. It is possible for them to do such complex tasks even though 

they are low-level Lifeforms of the Dark Elf Race: 

They clearly understood that the enemy in front of them is holding the tunnel entrance because of the 

one behind him! 

“Die!!” Seeing the monsters coming at him again, Thor, suffering the pain from all over his body stood 

up and jumped towards the monsters with a roar. 

Ziii! 

Without noticing it, the electric arc on Thor’s clenched fists had grown to a dazzling intensity as he 

rushed out. In the face of such a near-death situation, Thor’s inner guardian and responsibility were 

finally thoroughly aroused. The result was that his strength broke out of its original constraints in an 

instant and reached a much stronger point. 

Boom! 

In the next moment, Thor, who had jumped up high, punched out! And in that punch, a powerful 

thunderbolt completely composed of blue electric arcs instantly rushed out, sweeping the entire front of 

the tunnel in front of Thor’s own very surprising gaze! 

Brush! 

Pū Pū Pū! 

In the next moment, the fleeting light of thunder had disappeared. As for the monsters that pounced on 

Thor, they fall down feebly in the cave and tunnel with their big bloody mouths wide open and big red 

eyes, and then their whole bodies turn black in a second and turn to ashes at last. In front of Thor’s 

sudden attack, these monsters didn’t weaken their reputation as cannon fodder, and they really turned 

into ashes. 

Pū~ 

After hitting that punch and solving the crisis in an instant, Thor, who was a little exhausted, also fell to 

the ground. 



“Huh! So this is what I should do to regain my powers? Guardianship and responsibility!” Kneeling on 

one knee and panting, Thor still couldn’t believe that he had done such a thing. However, he also figured 

out some things. 

Da Da~ 

Just as Thor’s exhaustion broke out, a light footstep was heard in the cave and tunnel in front of him. 

Hearing the footsteps, Thor straightened himself up from the ground. Jane was coming right behind him, 

and it was only possible that the enemy would appear in the tunnel in front of him. No matter how tired 

Thor was now, he would not show his weakness to his enemies. 

Da Da~ 

Finally, after Thor stared at the corner of the tunnel ahead for three seconds, a figure he was familiar 

with slowly appeared in his sight. After seeing the somewhat familiar figure, Thor, who insisted on 

straightening his body and standing still, instantly became relaxed, and he was about to fall down again. 

Brush! 

But just as Thor relaxed and fell down, the figure suddenly appeared beside him in a trance and reached 

out his hand to support him. 

“Thor, don’t worry, I’m here!” Holding Thor up to prevent him from falling, a familiar voice came from 

the figure’s mouth. 

“Jackson, weren’t you supposed to wait over there? !” “Thor gasped as he was being held up. Then he 

stared at the guy in the Phantom Suit next to him and asked angrily. 

Of course, the guy who popped up here is Lin Rui, the one with the Phantom Suit and no Iron Man Suit. 

Because when Thor broke out his thunderous fist just now, his great power not only destroyed several 

monsters in front of him but also greatly damaged the Iron Man suit on Lin Rui who was approaching at 

that time. So, Lin Rui ditched the Iron Man Suit, which doesn’t have much energy, and just put on the 

Phantom Suit. 

“If I had been there waiting for you, I might never have seen you again. Thor, you are not a reliable 

friend, but I wouldn’t want you to die in a place like this.” Hearing Thor’s words, Lin Rui replied with a 

smile. 

“Haha...” Thor could only laugh weakly after hearing Lin Rui’s answer. 

Da da da! 

“Thor! Thor!” Just after Lin Rui’s sudden appearance, Jane’s voice came very close in the tunnel behind 

Thor. 

Then, amid a rush of footsteps, Jane Foster, who looked worried, rushed over. However, after rushing 

out of the corner, Jane stopped nervously after seeing the situation in front of her. The scene before her 

made it impossible for her to judge if she should move on because Thor seemed to be being held 

hostage. 



“Don’t worry, Thor and I are friends. I’m here to help you.” Seeing Jane’s sudden stop and nervous face, 

Lin Rui, who had guessed what she was thinking, quickly spoke. 

However, Jane did not respond to Lin Rui’s explanation. She apparently did not believe the words of the 

guy in front of her, who wore strange clothes and showed no face. Jane would have known about the 

recent superheroes trend on earth if she wasn’t too focused on her research and experiments. One of 

these Superheroes is Mirage Knight who looks similar to the guy holding Thor. 

“Don’t worry, Jane, he is really my friend.” Seeing Jane’s disbelief, Thor waved his hand and explained. 

“Really?” Jane finally believes what Thor says and rushes over. 

“Thor, how are you!? Are you injured? Is it serious?” Jane rushed over to take Thor from Lin Rui and 

then asked worriedly. 

Lin Rui, who was squeezed aside by Jane, was a little helpless but didn’t say anything, and instead, he 

concentrated on releasing his Insight Technique. The Iron Man Armor has been scrapped. 

And although Lin Rui can still contact JARVIS with his earpiece, without the various instruments on the 

Iron Man Armor, JARVIS can only chat with Lin Rui to solve his boredom. 

Therefore, Lin Rui must rely on his own ability to guard against the dangers and enemies that they may 

encounter next, especially now that Thor seems to have no combat power. 

“En? How did he get here so quickly?!” Lin Rui’s brows frowned as Thor comforted Jane by his side, he 

had already noticed a rush of footsteps approaching them. 

Unlike the cannon Fodder monsters of the past, Lin Rui hears human-like footsteps, and there are quite 

a few of them. It was clear that the battle that had just taken place here had attracted the real Dark Elf 

Warriors. 

“Thor, Miss Jane Foster, we should leave now!” 

CHAPTER 747 BRINGING UP THE REAR 

Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Thor looked into his eyes and saw some information from Lin Rui’s eyes. Finally, 

Thor nodded his head. 

“Jane, let’s go back first. It’s not safe here.” Thor said to Jane who hadn’t completely recovered from her 

panic. 

“Okay, let’s go back now! Back to the earth! We must report the situation here to the relevant 

authorities, and it would be best to attract national and even international attention. The dimensional 

space here must be destroyed!” Hearing Thor’s words, Jane quickly spoke. 

The things Jane experienced here are almost beyond her ability to accept things, and she was almost 

killed by two terrifying monsters. Jane can still feel the smell of the monsters remaining on her body. 

Therefore, even if this piece of dimensional space has great research value, Jane does not want to keep 

it. It must be destroyed. 



“Well, we’ll take care of it. Let’s go back now.” Hearing Jane’s words, Thor agreed and then he walked 

back. 

Jane, who was holding Thor, followed Thor to the position in the rear dimensional space, but after 

taking two steps out, she turned her head to Lin Rui, who was standing still in the same place. 

“Aren’t you coming with us? You might encounter more monsters. It will be dangerous if you don’t leave 

now!” Jane asked with a puzzled expression on her face. 

“Of course I will leave. I’m not used to the environment here. But, as you said, there are still some 

monsters who need to be dealt with. So, you go first, and I will follow right away.” Lin Rui answered with 

a smile when he heard Jane’s words. 

Lin Rui did not intend to stay here much longer, he just wanted to see what the living Dark Elf was really 

like. Moreover, if no one stays behind then the Dark Elves will probably follow them directly to Earth 

after they leave. Then, not only the Portal on Siberia will pose a threat to Earth, but this subspace 

located in London will also pose a great threat to Earth. 

“But......” 

Jane, don’t worry, my friend is not ordinary. Haven’t you recognized him by now? Come to think of it, 

Superherosare really getting popular nowadays.” Seeing what Jane was going to say, Thor interrupted 

her to remind her. 

“Not an ordinary person? Superhero? You are!... Mirage Knight!” Finally, at Thor’s reminder, Jane 

remembered who this somewhat familiar guy was. 

“So there’s no need to worry about him. Let’s get going or we’ll distract him.” Then, without further 

delay, Thor quickly walked back with Jane. 

“Thor, go on!” 

Brush! 

Just as Thor turned around, Lin Rui suddenly spoke and threw a small object at him. 

“Take this. If I can’t go back to Earth with you, you must take this back.” Lin Rui reminded him earnestly 

when Thor caught the thing. 

“Got it, but you will definitely go back with us!” Catching that metal instrument, Thor seriously 

promised. 

Then Thor and Jane turned around the corner and disappeared before Lin Rui’s eyes. At this point, Lin 

Rui stood alone in the center of the cave tunnel where six or seven Dark Elf cannon fodder-level 

monsters had died. 

“It seems that they have also discovered me, and their speed has increased! Judging from the footsteps, 

there should be 35 of them. Although I am confident in my own strength, I should not be too arrogant. 

Let’s make some preparations first.” The Insight Technique has detected that the Dark Elfs are getting 

very close and increasing in speed so Lin Rui scans the cave and speaks to himself in a low voice. 



Huhu! 

Then, Lin Rui’s figure became busy in this tunnel. If someone appears at this moment in this tunnel then 

they would only see a black shadow constantly moving about in the tunnel. From time to time, 

something appeared and disappeared from Lin Rui’s body. Lin Rui is preparing for the next possible 

fierce battle and he will not let himself fall into a very passive position. 

Hoo! 

After everything was done, Lin Rui returned to the original place again, to the very center of the cave. 

Now, he just had to wait for the masters of those footsteps to arrive. 

“JARVIS, do you think I’m overconfident?” His Insight Technique has been able to clearly observe a 

dozen Dark Elf approaching in front of him, Lin Rui’s mouth moved slightly as he asked in a low voice. 

“Yes, according to my previous records, the fighting power of a dozen Dark Elf has exceeded the 

strength you have shown before.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words almost to himself, JARVIS’s reply came out 

from the earpiece hanging by his ear. At this time, JARVIS’s voice seemed very cold and formulaic. 

“Hey, I think so too. Moreover, these dozen Dark Elf are much stronger than the one that died in Siberia. 

Also, Malekith, leader of the Dark Elf is probably in it. If he’s really in there then I’ll run and never look 

back.” Hearing JARVIS’s answer, Lin Rui laughed and then muttered under his breath. 

“They have come.” 

Da Da~ 

Brush! 

When there was a very clear sound of footsteps in the tunnel ahead, Lin Rui disappeared in the tunnel 

with a sway. 

Da Da~ 

Two seconds after Lin Rui disappeared, a dozen Dark Elf rushed in. Although their looks are as fierce as 

the evolution of beasts, it can also be seen that they are very anxious at this time. 

The two Dark Elf who came first had spotted the clumps of ash on the ground and were pointing and 

gabbling. 

Then, the guy in the lead among the dozen Dark Elf seemed to have some other discoveries. He waved 

his hand to stop the Dark Elf who was searching around and walked slowly to the side of the stone wall 

by himself. Then, he stretched out his hand and slowly touched the stone wall, not knowing what he had 

found. 

“It was discovered?! Then there is no way, let it explode!” Just when the leading Dark Elf stretched out 

his hand, Lin Rui, who had just hidden in the dark, though helplessly, and at the same time, he had 

already squeezed some gadget in his hand. 

Dī Dī! 

Bang Bang Bang! 



Just as the leading Dark Elf’s hand just touched the stone wall, two red lights flashed quickly somewhere 

on the seemingly normal stone wall. Then, an explosion erupted from this rock wall, triggering a series 

of explosions in the entire cave tunnel. 

Rumble ~ 

CHAPTER 748 REMOVE 

Kakaka! 

Rumble! Rumble! 

At this moment, the originally strong cave tunnel completely collapsed in a dozen consecutive 

explosions. Countless huge stones fell from above, burying the entire tunnel in a few seconds. 

As for the Dark Elf, it should have been crushed underneath by the collapsed soil and rocks at this time. 

Even if they are powerful and their defenses are amazing, it is impossible for them to survive such 

explosions and mountain collapses. 

“Although I also want to see how strong you are, I can’t really rush out to fight with you. It will be great 

if this ends here!” Lin Rui, who was hiding in the dark, felt the extent of the collapse in the tunnel ahead 

and silently muttered in his heart. 

Those explosions were of course caused by Lin Rui. Long before he found out that the Dark Elves were 

coming here, he had installed a lot of mini-bombs in that section of the tunnel. 

The purpose was to collapse that section of the tunnel and bury the Dark Elf team inside. Lin Rui knows 

that he won’t be able to defeat so many enemies by himself even if Malekith, the leader of Dark Elf, is 

not in this team. So, it’s better to blow them up for convenience. 

“Let’s wait and see, if they run out then I will consider whether to try their superior strength or not.” Lin 

Rui silently thought in his heart as he used Insight Technique to observe the area buried with stone and 

soil while he hid in the dark. 

Now Thor and Jane should be near the dimensional gateway. The slight eye contact between Lin Rui and 

Thor was to let him take Jane back to Earth first. 

Regardless of whether Jane is possessed by Aether or not, they all will be in danger if they continue to 

stay here. 

If Asgard’s forces had come here because Thor’s life was in danger, then Lin Rui may have let Thor stay 

here a little longer. 

But as of now, Asgard hasn’t made a move, so there must be something wrong, so Lin Rui won’t let the 

injured Thor continue to take risks. 

Chi Chi! 

Just as Lin Rui was hiding in the dark and waiting, a wave of spatial fluctuations suddenly spread from 

the collapsed tunnel, and then a sound came out from the tunnel that had been completely filled with 

stone and soil, and then there was a loud noise. 



Boom! 

In the next moment, the thick wall made from stone and soil was broken through from the inside, and a 

tall Dark Elf got out of it intact! 

“How is it possible?! How could it still be alive and uninjured?!” After “seeing” this scene through his 

Insight Technique, Lin Rui who was hiding couldn’t help but be surprised. 

Even he himself would be injured in such an accident when he was unprepared, and would not be as 

intact as the Dark Elf who rushed out. 

Huhu! 

After the first Dark Elf came out, more than a dozen Dark Elf fighters quickly emerged from that hole. 

Although not every one of these Dark Elf looks as intact as the first one, but their condition is much 

better than Lin Rui had previously thought. 

“This is troublesome now, they would now know that someone is deliberately blocking their way!” Lin 

Rui thought silently in his heart when he saw that the Dark Elf leader who came out first was looking 

towards where he was hiding. 

In fact, Lin Rui has ignored a very important thing, that is, in addition to the strong individual strength of 

the Dark Elves, their technological development is not low. 

At least, from the scenes shown in the original plot, they are already much higher than the earth at this 

time. First of all, Dark Elves have a very iconic weapon, the black hole grenade, a weapon that can create 

small black holes! 

Moreover, the Dark Elves also own a large spaceship and many other individual spacecraft. 

These things all represent that the Dark Elves are not simply powerful individuals, and their technology 

is also higher than that of the earth at this time. 

Therefore, even if Lin Rui is psychologically prepared for their individual strength, he is not really 

prepared for corresponding countermeasures in terms of technology. 

So, this time, even though Lin Rui agreed to Rogers’s plan to enter the Dark Elves territory, there was a 

fatal omission that he just forgot. Such omission was enough to cause a huge blow to their plan. 

And now, Lin Rui is also unable to understand how the Dark Elves got out of such a situation almost 

intact under such circumstances because he ignored the scientific and technological power of the Dark 

Elves. 

Because the leading Dark Elf fighter had activated an energy shield as soon as he discovered the bomb. 

Since they can all make black hole grenades, it is normal to have shielding technology. 

However, Lin Rui didn’t know it and that is the reason for his surprise. 

“%#%...%$$(*&......!*” Finally, after staring at Lin Rui’s hiding place for a few seconds, the leading Dark 

Elf suddenly stretched out his finger and shouted in his direction. 

“They found me!” 



Seeing the leading Dark Elf’s gestures and his yelling, Lin Rui knew he was exposed. 

Although Lin Rui didn’t know how he was exposed, he had to make a decision now, whether to leave 

immediately and pass through the dimensional space gate or to fight against these Dark Elves. 

Huhu! 

While Lin Rui was thinking about his options, the Dark Elves had already approached his location. They 

were not running around, they really have discovered Lin Rui’s hiding location! 

“Forget it, let’s hide first! Anyway, there is a space portal to the Dark Elf base camp in Siberia. I don’t 

have to worry about not having a chance to deal with them, so I will go back today!” Lin Rui saw the 

Dark Elves aggressively approaching his location with his Insight Technique and he felt that he should 

avoid the edge, for the time being, it would be no good to be trapped here. 

Brush! 

Lin Rui, who had already made a decision, turned around and was about to leave the next moment. At 

his speed, he had enough time to reach the dimensional gate before the Dark Elves could catch up with 

him. 

As long as Lin Rui leaves a few ‘Shock Bombs’ before leaving, he knows that after he leaves, that piece of 

dimensional space will no longer be able to pass through safely under the power of Shock Bombs. 

Even if the Shock Bombs did not completely destroy this dimensional space after Lin Rui left, Lin Rui 

would mobilize his own power to destroy it after returning to Earth. 

“Roar!......” 

However, just when Lin Rui just turned around and was about to leave, he saw a big mouth filled with 

blood swiftly biting at himself! 

He didn’t know when but a cannon fodder monster had silently reached Lin Rui’s back, preparing to give 

him a fatal blow while he was watching the Dark Elves ahead. 

Brush! 

Pū! 

Lin Rui subconsciously drew his blade and slashed it, directly dividing the monster that was about to bite 

him into two pieces. 

“Damn it!” However, after taking care of the monster, Lin Rui cursed out in a low voice with an ugly 

expression on his face. 

CHAPTER 749 STOPPING 

It only took less than one-tenth of a second to resolve the monster that was rushing in front of him. 

However, his helpless roar was not because of this monster, but because the passage behind him was 

actually covered by a few monsters. This cannon fodder monster has actually come with them and has 

blocked his path! 



“Huh hooo hoo ho!” 

“How did these guys escape my perception?” Looking at the monster in front of him, Lin Rui frowned 

while thinking helplessly in his heart. 

Although Lin Rui had been paying attention to the positions of the Dark Elves in front of him just now, 

his Insight Technique was able to provide Lin Rui with a “view” of more than 50 meters in his vicinity in 

all directions. 

However, the monsters behind him were clearly so close, but his Insight Technique did not respond at 

all, which made Lin Rui very puzzled. Even if Lin Rui knew that Insight Technique had been suppressed to 

some extent, it was impossible for such a thing to happen! 

“It’s no wonder that they were so sure of my position and directly rushed over. I have remained exposed 

to these monsters all the time even though I hide well!” Lin Rui silently squeezed the Beheading Spirit 

Sword in his hand as he thought. 

There are about seven or eight monsters in front of Lin Rui, and it will not take much time to solve them 

with Lin Rui’s strength. 

Currently, Lin Rui wants to avoid meeting the Dark Elves who are chasing him from behind so he needs 

to make a quick decision. After thinking for some seconds, Lin Rui’s figure disappeared in the same place 

in a flash. 

Swipe! 

“Roar!” Although they couldn’t keep up with Lin Rui’s speed, these monsters still roared at the shadow. 

And they seem to have received some kind of orders as even if they can’t attack Lin Rui, they will block 

the entire tunnel with their huge bodies, making it impossible for the constantly shuttled figure to rush 

through. 

It seems that those Dark Elves who were coming from behind have a way to get in touch with the 

cannon fodder monsters here and learn everything they are doing. 

Pū Pū Pū! 

“These guys have really rough and thick hides! It seems that Thor had become strong enough if he was 

able to handle them!” After dealing out three consecutive sword attacks, Lin Rui looked at the monster 

that was blocking his path as he silently thought in his heart. 

He just used the power of the Beheading Spirit Sword to split these monsters apart, but Thor directly 

used the power of thunder to turn them into gray powder. Obviously, the power of Thor’s burst was still 

very strong. 

For Lin Rui at this time, these monsters certainly did not pose any threat to him. However, as long as 

they can stop him for a short while, their objective will be achieved. 

Now, Lin Rui, who should have retreated long ago, has indeed been delayed for at least three seconds. 



“I can’t delay any longer! Get out of my way!” In his Insight Technique, those Dark Elves were about to 

rush out from the corner behind him and Lin Rui let out a low roar as he prepared his attack. 

Buzzing! 

Boom! 

In the next moment, Lin Rui lifted the Beheading Spirit Sword and waved it behind him, and an Azura’s 

sword energy broke away from the Beheading Spirit Sword and quickly rushed towards the corner. 

After hacking this sword, Lin Rui rushed towards the monsters blocking the road without looking back. 

“Roar~...” 

Brush! 

Pū Pū Pū! 

The black shadow of Lin Rui’s figure directly passed among the monster’s bodies blocking the way. With 

the flash of Azura sword aura, these monsters roared and stopped moving before their bodies burst 

apart. 

Lin Rui had already rushed over and soon disappeared in front of the tunnel. 

While Lin Rui instantly solved the last few monsters blocking the road and rushed out, the sword attack 

he had just slashed towards the rear corner had already attacked the corner. 

And just as the sword energy rushed past, two Dark Elves fighters suddenly rushed out. It seemed that 

they didn’t expect to encounter an attack just after rushing over from the corner, and the two Dark Elves 

were hit by the sword energy attack before they had time to react. 

Rumble! 

In the next moment, the two Dark Elves at the beginning were knocked into the air by Lin Rui’s sword 

energy attack and plunged directly into the back stone wall. And the power of the sword energy that Lin 

Rui cleaved was far more than that. 

After attacking the two Dark Elves, the sword energy exploded automatically at the corner, and another 

violent explosion occurred. In order to delay for some more time, Lin Rui also tried to use the same trick 

to prevent these Dark Elves from chasing him. 

“￥%t*&^&*^*&......&%%!” However, as the Azura sword aura exploded, a Dark Elf rushed out from the 

corner and roared. Then he quickly took out a round object, and then squeezed it. 

Hum! 

By the time Azura’s sword energy attack exploded, an unknown wave suddenly rushed out of the Dark 

Elf’s hands. 

When the shock wave exploded by Azura’s sword energy swept out, the fluctuations from that Dark Elf’s 

body spread quickly, just offsetting the shock wave of Azura’s sword energy. Therefore, the method Lin 

Rui originally intended to delay was solved. 



“￥......%&*#@#!” After preventing the explosion of Azura sword energy, the Dark Elf who took the lead 

put away the ball in his hand and quickly shouted. 

Swipe! 

Then, without paying attention to their two companions who were smashed into the stone wall by the 

sword energy attack, the remaining Dark Elves continued to chase Lin Rui. 

Now even without the help of the cannon fodder beast, these Dark Elves can already determine Lin Rui’s 

location, because they can already sense the spatial fluctuations in front, which are the special 

fluctuations from the dimensional space gate. 

... 

“Thor, how come Mirage Knight hasn’t come back? Is he really going to be fine?” When Lin Rui stayed 

behind and waited to make some trouble for the Dark Elves, Jane, who had returned to the dimension 

space gate, asked Thor with some worry in her tone. 

Although Jane doesn’t care much about Vigilante and Superheros, she knows that Mirage Knight is a 

good person on the earth and he protects the safety of ordinary people. Therefore, in such an 

environment, her confidence in Mirage Knight is still not enough. 

“You don’t know that guy, but I know him. That guy will not put himself in a situation that he cannot 

walk out from. Of course, he is also an adventurous person. 

So, we still need to give him some time.” As he approached the dimension space gate, Thor answered 

with a slightly curled mouth. 

Having a friend like Lin Rui is Thor’s biggest security on earth. Without Lin Rui, Thor doesn’t know if he 

can live a stable life on the earth. 

Moreover, Lin Rui can not only help him in living comfortably on earth, but he is also very strong so Thor 

can also trust him when encountering such unexpected situations. 

“Well, shall we leave now?” 

Boom~ 

After Jane asked such a question, a strong vibration and explosion suddenly came from the tunnel they 

had come from. 

“Yes, let’s leave now!” Thor replied immediately after hearing the movement as his eyes flashed. 

CHAPTER 750 OVERTAKING 

After hearing the explosion, Thor decisively chose to immediately leave. No matter what happens on Lin 

Rui’s side, Thor is now out of combat, and they will only be a burden for Lin Rui if he and Jane continue 

to stay. 

Therefore, for their safety and for Lin Rui to deal with the situation more calmly, Thor feels that it is their 

best choice to go back to Earth. 



“Well, Let’s go then !” Jane nodded when she heard Thor’s words. 

Then, Jane supported her exhausted body and supported Thor, who was also weak and walked towards 

the stone pillar that extended into the dimensional space gate step by step. 

If everything goes well, they will be able to return to Earth nine seconds after entering the dimension 

space. Although Lin Rui is already here, Thor believes that Lin Rui must have arranged everything. 

“Let’s go!” Having reached the edge of the dimensional space gate, Thor finally looked back at the 

lightning tunnel where they came, and then calmly said. 

Brush! 

In the next moment, Thor and Jane embraced each other and jumped into the dimensional space. Soon, 

they both disappeared in the dimensional space gate. 

... 

Booming~ 

Just after Thor and Jane disappeared in the dimensional space gate, many roars continue to sound out in 

the tunnel for a long time. 

Brush! 

Then about ten seconds later, a figure quickly rushed out of the passage, it was Lin Rui who was being 

chased by the Dark Elves. Lin Rui’s figure rushing out of the passage was a bit unstable, and he quickly 

rushed to the dimensional space and stopped. 

“If I hadn’t really run out of Reward points, I would have fought with you guys again!” Lin Rui, who was 

standing in front of the dimension space gate, turned to face the passage where he came and muttered 

helplessly in his heart. 

Ten seconds earlier, Lin Rui failed to evade the Dark Elf behind him and was overtaken by the two 

fastest Dark Elfs at the next corner. Lin Rui thought that with only two Dark Elfs, he could easily defeat 

them. 

However, Lin Rui was shocked to discover that he was unable to defeat two Dark Elf warriors in a single 

battle and only managed to gain the upper hand. 

The two Dark Elf Elite fighters who catch up with Lin Rui not only have strong strength and high defense 

but also can skillfully use some technological weapons that Lin Rui has never seen. 

In their brief encounter, Lin Rui almost got hit several times with their special technological weapons. 

Had it not been for Lin Rui’s quick reflexes, he might not have been able to retreat safely. 

In this way, after two consecutive power bursts, Lin Rui fought off the two Dark Elf Elite fighters and 

went on the run. Now that he had seen and been shocked by Dark Elf’s power, he could not put off his 

departure any longer. 



Both Dark Elves have given Lin Rui a bit of a run for his money, and if he is surrounded by a whole team 

of Dark Elves behind him then Lin Rui will not be able to escape even if he bursts out with all of his 

power. 

Of course, Lin Rui still has many cards to play. On this journey to the unknown, Lin Rui took a bunch of 

Stark-produced mini bombs from the secret base in Siberia. 

While Tony has made the transition to clean energy and is no longer involved in the arms trade, that is 

just a form of external development, and he has never stopped developing high-tech weapons internally 

for himself and others. 

The mini bombs are Tony’s new high-powered bombs, and they’re quite powerful. 

In addition to these mini-bombs produced by Tony, Lin Rui also keeps the Heart of Life, a special item 

that can be exchanged for a large number of Reward points. 

If Lin Rui is really pressed, he can obtain a large number of Reward points instantly by directly 

exchanging the Heart of Life, so that he can use the Reward Points to exchange the item that can solve 

the current situation from the System Shop. 

As for Lin Rui’s biggest trump card, it is obviously the Magic Cube. Lin Rui knows the power of space gem 

very well. As long as he can use a little bit of that power, the immediate difficulties would not be a 

problem. 

However, Lin Rui will not use the Magic Cube unless he is really cornered. After all, he hasn’t figured out 

how to use Magic Cube properly yet. 

Swipe! 

While thinking in his heart, Lin Rui takes out a lot of micro bombs and a few Shock bombs from his 

personal space. 

Lin Rui then directly throws the miniature high-energy bombs and a few Shock bombs. Under Lin Rui’s 

precise control, these bombs fall separately around the dimensional space. 

Lin Rui had to arrange everything before those Dark Elf could catch up with him and this dimensional 

space gate had to be destroyed. 

Even if it can’t be destroyed, he had to make sure that this passageway won’t be connected to the earth, 

otherwise, the Dark Elf will definitely follow him. 

Huhu! 

Just as Lin Rui had dropped the bombs into place on his side, hurried footsteps could be heard from the 

passageway he had rushed out from. 

In the next moment, a dozen tall figures were seen rushing out, and the Dark Elf team, which was 

slowed down by Lin Rui’s little moves along the way, were finally catching up to him! 

As the Dark Elf team, made up entirely of Elite fighters, rushed in, the leading Dark Elf fighter could 

already see the difference in the dimension behind Lin Rui. 



Although the space was indistinguishable to the naked eye, the Dark Elves were certainly different from 

the Earthlings, and they had all noticed something strange about it. 

“#%%&amp;amp;amp;&amp;amp;amp;......*%......!” In the next moment, the leading Dark Elf already 

raised his finger to the dimension space behind Lin Rui and shouted loudly. 

“%%*&Amp;Amp;%#%@￥&amp;amp;!” After the leading Dark Elf shouted, the remaining Dark Elves 

also responded loudly. 

Huhu! 

Then, the dozen or so Dark Elves Elite fighters, as if they had discovered something that made them very 

excited, yelled and rushed towards Lin Rui. 

Their goal had obviously changed from Lin Rui to the dimensional space gate behind him, but they also 

knew that they had to get rid of the not-low-powered guy in front of them. 

“Damn it, can’t you guys just find out thus two seconds later? Give me some time to run first!” Seeing 

the Dark Elves who suddenly became excited in front of him, Lin Rui’s eyes widened as he cursed. 

Brush! 

In the next moment, Lin Rui didn’t give his opponents much time to think, he already rushed out with 

the Beheading Spirit Sword. In any case, it is impossible for Lin Rui to put the Dark Elves into the 

dimensional space gate before him! 

“Get the fuck out of here!” 

 


